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There is no better cure for life’s daily dose of stress than a therapeutic spa massage. 

Whether your goal is to improve circulation, relieve pressure on your joints, soothe aching 

muscles, or simply melt away the tension and fatigue, we offer the most luxurious spa  

experience. Powerful pumps give you complete control of the strength of the jets —  

from a gentle touch to maximum muscle-kneading force. And convenient steps allow  

you to enter and exit safely.

Our exclusive Xtreme Therapy Seat (XTS) is  

ergonomically designed to wrap you in comfort 

while delivering the ultimate in hydrothermal 

therapy. Likewise, the Xtreme Therapy Cove 

(XTC) allows you to find the optimum position for 

a complete therapeutic massage for your lower 

back, hips, thighs and calves.

A unique pattern of jets provides complete  

coverage for your back, while additional jets  

focus on the hips, thighs, calves, arms, wrists, 

and hands. On the MP Momentum, the Master  

Blaster™ foot massage jets deliver soothing  

relief to key pressure points for a truly  

full-body massage.

An optional docking station with FM stereo  

allows you to enjoy your favorite music when  

you want to, and a beautiful waterfall enhances 

the overall therapy with soothing sound and  

color with standard LED lighting.

Note: MasterBlaster available only on the MP Momentum. www.MichaelPhelpsSwimSpas.com
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As remarkable as the Michael Phelps 

Signature Swim Spas by Master Spas  

are for swimming, fitness, and therapy,  

we designed them also to be the perfect 

backyard family and friends fun center.  

All Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spas 

by Master Spas swim and fitness spas  

are ideal for year-round enjoyment and 

learning. Installation takes only one day, 

but the enjoyment will last a lifetime!

We’ll help you create the ideal backyard 

oasis, too! Standard waterfalls, LED lights 

and optional high-end stereo with rich  

sounding speakers enables everyone  

to enjoy the benefits of a swim and  

fitness spa.

A Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spa  

by Master Spas will make a dramatic  

difference in your home and in your  

family’s well being. And today is the  

perfect day to choose your swim spa! 

www.MichaelPhelpsSwimSpas.com

Master Spas’ optional Deluxe Fusion Sound System allows you to bring your favorite music to life 
with the perfect balance of stereo sound. Whether you’re having fun or just relaxing, let your mind 
wander with the music. An iPod Docking Station, premium sound speakers, and water-resistant 
remote will seduce your senses into untroubled happiness. Just push play.
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Get in and say hello to a whole new level of physical and mental fitness. This is 

where the sweet spot of a swim spa meets the power of a hydrothermal therapy 

spa. Where the benefits of both are joined to satisfy self-discipline and self- 

indulgence alike. This is the MP Momentum™ by Master Spas — the best home 

spa experience of your life.

As the largest domestic swim spa available, the MP Momentum by Master  

Spas features the full power Wave Propulsion™ Technology propulsion system  

for a deeper, wider, smoother current that is adjustable for individual resistance 

levels. Plus, the engineered design makes this the most energy efficient swim  

spa you can buy!

Now consider the other side of the backlit acrylic barrier: a full-size  

hydrotherapy spa with 36 jets and ergonomic seating designed to give  

your mind, body, and spirit a thorough rejuvenation. Settle in and feel  

the release. Say good-bye to the tensions, aches, and stresses of the day.  

It’s more than a sensation; it’s your solution.

www.MichaelPhelpsSwimSpas.com





THE SHAPE OF A  
BETTER CURRENT

With its unique propeller design, this system offers a  

deeper, wider, smoother current that is fully adjustable  

to the desired level of resistance. For advanced athletes  

or stronger swimmers, choose the Wave XP with a larger 

motor and a specially designed propeller to produce two 

and a half times more flow than the standard system.

For elite swimmers, try the Michael Phelps Signature  

model that has a wider, deeper and longer swim area  

and is available with Wave XP Pro, which is 40% more  

powerful than the Wave XP.

In other swim spas, the hard current hits the back  

wall and returns along the side, creating rougher water  

and currents that flow in two competing directions. The  

revolutionary design of the line allows its wide, deep current 

to be trapped at the end of the spa, so it helps the flow go  

in just one direction — giving you smoother water and a  

better swimming experience.

Each Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spa by Master Spas 

features unique curves and advanced design that is made 

possible by our exclusive mold techniques. All models are 

designed for indoor and outdoor use. Attractive shell colors 

and skirting blend beautifully with any environment. And 

the LED lighting package enhances your swim spa with a 

cascade of color that you select using the state-of-the-art 

topside controls.

The most energy efficient swim spa you can buy. Most  

models* require only standard 50 amp electrical service 

instead of the 100 amps or more of service needed for other 

swim spas. And because the Wave Propulsion™ Technology  

propulsion system runs on an ultra energy-efficient  

industrial motor, it costs up to 70 percent less to operate.

So what sets the Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spas by Master Spas line of swim, fitness, and 

therapy spas apart from the crowd? The Wave Propulsion™ Technology propulsion system. 

SWIMNUMBER SYSTEM™

The SwimNumber System™ allows you  
to choose the right speed, from 0 to 60.

*   MP Momentum available with  
optional 80 Amp System

Optional Wave XP and XP Pro systems provide  
significantly more flow for the most serious swimmers.




